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Renewable Sector Strategic Planning


Resource               
Strategies


Renewable 


Sector Themes


Energy Trust 
Strategic Plan


-Biopower


-Geothermal


-Hydro


-Solar


-Wind


-Support a range of resources


-Go further upstream


-Expand market opportunities


-Optimize limited funds


2 Main Goals:


- Accelerate EE & RE


8 Activities 


to Achieve Goals







RE Vision:  Oregonians invest in clean energy project development 
because they value the environmental and long term economic benefits 
derived from small scale renewable power production and energy 
savings.


RE Mission:  To catalyze development of small scale renewable energy 
systems that utilize Oregon’s diverse and abundant resources.


RE Leadership Position:  Energy Trust is a trusted and valued partner 
for Oregonians by providing assistance and funding that helps to build 
technology markets and install renewable energy projects.
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Renewable Energy Sector Wide Highlights


Significant Technical Potential 


– Finding economically viable projects and 


providing support and motivation for project 


champions to develop them is our challenge


Opportunity vs. Funding Imbalance


– Rural regions support a range of technology


• More demand than $ PAC


• Carryover of PGE


• Larger incentives in PGE territory


– Current internal policy of no more than ~50% to 


any one technology – revisit?







Renewable Energy Sector Wide Highlights


Cross Selling with Efficiency


– Solar staff integrated in Business and Homes 


sectors


– WWTP energy management training, use of 


efficient pumps and fans, customer referrals


Adapt Policies to Evolving Markets


– REC compliance vs. voluntary market (RPS, 


RECs, WREGIS all post ETO creation and 


green tag policy)


– Solar FiT, QF avoided cost methodology, 


interconnection procedures (AR521)


– Stay engaged in understanding customer and 


ratepayer perspectives to guide programs







Renewable Energy Sector Wide Highlights


Strength in development of early stage markets 


and project assistance


• Expand development services further


• Add “soft” goals to reporting


– Ability to leverage other funds


– Assistance with regulatory barriers


– Impact on availability of equipment


– Identification of potential leading to projects 


with no AMC


– Others?







Renewable Energy Sector Wide Highlights


External influences impact basic program 


assumptions


• Short term 


– Remain steady, stable, market development force


– Optimize leveraging while possible


• Energy Trust budget cannot sustainably cover large 


increases to AMC


– Plan to present two budgets this fall


– May need to revise goals downward


– May need to make choices, can we continue to 


support all technology types?


– What are the market segments we’re best suited to 


impact?








PGE PAC


3,347,745           4,765,595          


17% 17%


41% of 3aMW


Through May % of budget $spent


Expected  % goal
31% of 3aMW


Projects installed  in 2010 


Renewable Energy Summary as of July 15, 2010
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Program Activity
Q1‐ Q2 2010 2009 Impacts ‐ pipeline building


# #


11 7
5 <5 Targeted workshops to good resource locations, 2011 VSW ‐ mid scale
3 1 1 of 3 inactive, 2 still viable for 2012 possible installation
4 4 2 from 2009 will be ready for commitment by end of 2010


Expected installations 2011‐2013


1 0
10 4 5 very small wind, 5 solar


Market Indicators


Biopower Feasibility
Hydro Feasibility


Solar equipment grant Will train approx. 50 electricians per year w/ emphasis on quality.


From Bloomberg: 
US project investments trending up. VC/PE RE investments: Jan‐Jun 2010=$1800M, Jul‐
Dec 2009=$1084 Jan Jun 2009=$973M Mostly solar (65%) wind (26%)


Grant writing


Activity


Wind Equipment Incentives
Wind workshop
Wind Feasibility


More than half past loan recipients are still viable projects in some stage of 
development ‐ but may not need our continued help


‐ PGE installations will be well below expected: 1)Several PGE projects have been abandoned ‐ 3aMW PaTu wind project, $2M+ commercial 
solar incentives 2) Utilty scale solar project delayed until 2011.  


‐ To help counter PGE losses, commercial solar plans to open to projects > 500kW who have a BETC already or are awarded one in August or 
November 2010. 


‐ Overall,  RE still plans to exceed the minimum PUC 3 yr avg by installing just over 4aMW. (COID, ProLogis, Swalley, RES, VSW, OIT, many  solar)


‐ Project completions are lagging slightly from expected due maingly to one large solar project which is now expected to be complete in 2011 
(4,112 MWh). 


Expectations for 2010


‐ Project commitments are expected to increase through the fall with 2‐4 biopower projects (PGE&PAC), one large proposed PAC hydropower 
project and consideration of PGE carryover strategies related to large solar. BETC Tier 2 and 3 scheduling may delay final offers and cause our 
incentive offers to increase.


Hydro Project Dev. 2 < 25kW micro hydro in development plus one 3.5MW to board in Sept., 2011‐2012 completion
12 in review: <50kW ‐ 3MW 


Special Considerations:


‐ 3aMW PaTu community wind project chose to receive a REC contract in lieu of our incentive commitment of $1.2M, we plan to learn from them and  
improve our understanding of the market going forward.


‐ The solar FiT went live July 1, selling out in 15 minutes. How many of those projects will move forward still unknown.


‐ ETO convened an initial meeting of Biopower stakeholders with the goal of identifying common objectives and opportunities for helping to move the 
market ‐ a joining of forces


‐ Added Blue Tree as a Project Finance Resource ‐ we'll cost share their services with projects


g
Dec 2009=$1084, Jan‐Jun 2009=$973M. Mostly solar (65%), wind (26%)


Anecdotes from the quarter:  Attendees at industry meetings and national lending institutions who plan to attend 
our lender forum in September stated that their companies are pulling out of OR 
development due to BETC uncertainty, a general theme of halting development 
decisions


‐ Due to the Energy Trust FERC Permitting Guide, a hydro project was fully prepared for the process and FERC noted their amazing preparation.


‐ ODOE released Opportunity Announcements for Tier 2  and 3 projects (>$500k project cost, > $6M project cost) for competitive review, of the $30M for 
Tier 3, at least 3 ETO projects will be in the running. Tier 2 will have at least 4 possible ETO projects ‐ our offers will be contingent upon receiving BETC. 
BETC scheduling could delay our commitment timing.








 


 


 
RENEWABLE ENERGY ADVISORY COUNCIL 
Notes from meeting on July 21, 2010  
 
Attending from the Council: 
Megan Decker, Renewable Northwest Project 
Troy Gagliano, enXco 
Jeff King, NW Power and Conservation 
Council 
BJ Moghadam, Pacific Power 
Glenn Montgomery, OSEIA 
Robin Straughan, Oregon Department of 
Energy 
Frank Vignola, University of Oregon 
 
Attending from Energy Trust: 
Doug Boleyn 
Kacia Brockman 
Hannah Hacker 


Jed Jorgensen 
Betsy Kauffman 
David McClelland 
Elaine Prause 
Lizzie Rubado 
John Volkman 
Peter West 
 
Others attending: 
Lynn Frank, Five Stars International 
Theresa Gibney, member of the public 
Erin Greeson, RNP 
Andrea Simmons, Oregon Department of 
Energy 
John Reynolds, Energy Trust Board Member 


1. Welcome and introductions 
Betsy Kauffman called the meeting to order at 9:30 a.m. Betsy informed the council Peter West 
is recovering from surgery and will be in and out of the office. The council welcomed Glenn 
Montgomery, executive director of OSEIA and BJ Moghadam of Pacific Power, who is attending 
on behalf of Kyle Davis. Everyone else introduced themselves. The minutes from May were 
approved and the July agenda accepted with no changes. 
 
2. 45 Mile hydropower project 
 
Jed Jorgensen presented his evaluation of the ―45 Mile‖ hydroelectric project for the council’s 
review. Earth by Design, the project’s third-party developer, submitted its application in 
December 2009 to utilize water in the North Unit Irrigation District main canal for a 3.5 megawatt 
system. Jed provided background on past hydro projects in central Oregon that have received 
an Energy Trust incentive: Central Oregon Irrigation District (expected to finish construction this 
fall and to start operating next spring) and Swalley Irrigation District (started operation this 
spring). 
 
Location 
Site is in central Oregon, near Madras, receiving water from the Crooked River and the 
Deschutes River and is 1.8 miles north of Haystack Dam on North Unit Main Canal. Only 0.5 
mile penstock, which is a positive thing from a project cost perspective but negative from the 
perspective that the project won’t result in as much water savings as compared to piping a 
longer distance.  
 
Earth by Design has secured lands from the North Unit Irrigation District and will pay the district 
a lease payment based on power production. The project has an 88 percent capacity factor 
during the irrigation season, 47 percent for the full year (it only runs during the irrigation 
season). 
  
Project Status 
Energy Trust provided approximately $20,000 for a feasibility study, and provided assistance 
with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission permitting process and Oregon State Energy 
Loan Program review.  
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The project has been approved for $7.2 million SELP loan, will likely take the Investment Tax 
Credit as cash and is applying for a Tier 3 Business Energy Tax Credit. However, a 
precertification for the tax credit has not been obtained and the program is uncertain of the 
project’s ability to secure a Business Energy Tax Credit. Jed noted that without a Business 
Energy Tax Credit it looks unrealistic for the project to be completed. Earth by Design has 
started its interconnection studies and is working on a power purchase agreement with Pacific 
Power. FERC permitting is underway and state permitting will commence following FERC. The 
program expects the system to be in construction from December 2010 to February 2012, and 
to begin operating in March 2012. 
  
Project Details 
Jed went through project development plans and showed pictures of the canal. The majority of 
the design work is completed, and the project has been evaluated by Energy Trust and 
Evergreen Engineering, a third-party engineer.  
 
The system will have a constant 128 feet of head (vertical distance pressurized by installing the 
penstock). Water flow is approximately 350 cubic feet per second through a 10 foot diameter 
penstock. Based off eight years of data, the program expects average flows to be between 330 
and 370 cubic feet per second. At the conservative estimate, the system will generate 13,200 
MWh, The North Unit Irrigation District is expected to manage flows to produce as much power 
as possible since their payment depends on power production. 
 
Jed explained that the flow can be seen as a risk factor as it can vary throughout the season 
and from season to season. The district has relatively junior water rights on the Deschutes River 
as compared to Central Irrigation and Swalley Irrigation (these two districts might be able to 
claim water rights first before North Unit during an extremely dry year). 
 
However the district does have Haystack Reservoir and the Wikkiup Reservoir (which can store 
almost an entire season’s water needs). The district is also able to purchase supplemental 
water from the Crooked River, and has installed concrete lining in the first 12 miles of the main 
canal. The concrete lining does conserves water from seepage, helping the district to be more 
efficient in its water use.  The district has been operating for more than 60 years and has had 
very few flow reductions over its history. Since 1997, when the lining project was completed, the 
district has only reduced flows once, and only by 8% compared to an average season. Overall, 
Energy Trust feels no significant risk to the project due to water flow. 
 
The project will only operate during the seven month irrigation season. There are no pending 
appropriations conflicts. Natural resource communities and irrigators have been working 
together for a while to put water back into the river. 
 
Evaluation Results 
This is a third-party project applying for a Business Energy Tax Credit, the status of which will 
be unknown until December 2010. The project is unable to take advantage of 5 year 
depreciation (hydro is not eligible), and has to take the 20-year deprecation instead. Earth by 
Design will own the project for the first 25 years and then it’s given to North Unit. Energy Trust 
evaluated the project over the 25-year period that the developer will own it. 
 
Project costs are expected to be around $15.3 million; $2 million is estimated due to 
interconnection costs. Jed said this cost is in line with what we’ve seen with Central and 
Swalley. The project is different since it’s interconnected at distribution vs transmission. 
Renewable Energy Certificates are not evaluated initially, however they are considered to 
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ensure a project does not receive a gross benefit from Energy Trust’s incentive. Based on the 
program’s conversations with REC marketers, hydro RECs do not appear to be particularly 
valuable. The ITC grant will be worth approximately $4.3 million. 
 
Above market costs is $6.1 million with a 19-year payback. Energy Trust proposes a $2 million 
incentive from the Open Solicitation program. This incentive amount is essentially all of Energy 
Trust’s funds for Pacific Power in the Open Solicitation program. The program is comfortable 
allocating the funds at this point in the year and there are no more compelling projects on the 
table. The proposed incentive would be paid over five years based on the project meeting 
minimum performance standards. The incentive would cover 13 percent of total project costs 
(25 percent of above market costs), and results in paying $1.23 million per aMW (program goal 
was to keep costs between $1.19 and $3 million). Jed went through similar projects and costs, 
including Swalley ($2.91 million per aMW); Central Oregon ($0.65 million per aMW). 
 
Energy Trust is asking for 25 percent of RECs based on policy, the program is paying more than 
market value for the RECs—$31 levelized, $22.50 nominally. 
 
Jeff King asked if Jed’s revenue calculations include a benefit for firm capacity value. Jed said 
the project has a firm QF delivery at standard avoided cost rates, which do not include an adder 
for capacity. Jed further explained that above market costs are calculated by net present value 
of all costs compared to net revenue. Betsy distributed the AMC analysis.  
 
The Open Solicitation program’s 2010 budget for Pacific Power is $2.5 million. Betsy reminded 
the council the Pacific Power ratepayer funds must be used in Pacific Power service territory 
and Portland General Electric funds must be spend in PGE service territory. The Pacific Power 
funds were originally budgeted for a community wind project and geothermal project that are not 
coming online. Jed said the program realizes there is a certain amount of risk to putting all the 
money toward one project, but at this point, there aren’t any competitors. If something comes 
along in the next four to six months, the program will try to hold that project until 2011, but it’s 
very unusual for a project to come to the program’s attention without a year notice.  
 
John Reynolds commented that the Central and Swalley projects were so impressive due to 
their water savings, while this project doesn’t have the same benefit. Jed said the project 
developer is trying to decrease costs, yet is still covering 0.5 miles of pipe. 
 
Jed also explained the project developer is committing to a longer payback, approximately 
seven more years. 
 
John Reynolds said that in general, this is a bad year to have carry-over money in the budget. 
 
Jeff asked about construction delays pushing the project too far out. Jed said the program sets 
up milestones and we can de-commit our money if the milestones aren’t met. The program 
anticipates the project won’t come online until 2012 and incentives won’t be paid until the project 
is complete and producing. Funds will just be dedicated in 2010. 
 
Vote of support for the project: 
 In favor: 7 Opposed: 0 Abstained: 0 
 
Next step: Project goes to the Energy Trust Board of Directors. 
 
3. Funding large solar projects 
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Kacia Brockman briefed the council on using unspent PGE funds for large solar projects. She 
said the Renewable Energy programs expect to have approximately $9 million of unspent PGE 
funds by year-end. Staff proposes to use the unspent funds to invest in large-scale solar electric 
projects by using custom incentives based on above market costs.  
 
The Solar program currently operates by offering a standard incentive per watt. When the 
program lowered incentives in late 2009, 12 MW of capacity came in, more so than in the entire 
history of the program. To cover these incentives, funds were transferred from other RE projects 
into the 2010 Solar program budget: $5 million from the cancelled Warm Springs biopower 
project (PGE) and $2.3 million from funds returned for Goodnoe Hills (Pacific Power). At the 
time it was agreed that any unspent money from these additional amounts would be brought 
before the council for discussion on where to apply it.  
 
Staff believes all Pacific Power funding in the 2010 RE budget will be committed, including the 
additional $2.3 million. The $9 million of unspent PGE funds is comprised of $4 million from the 
Solar program and $5 million from both the Biopower and Open Solicitation programs.  
 
Staff believes the best way to commit the $9 million of PGE funds is on solar electric projects 
over 500 kW. Originally, staff had planned to solicit such projects through an RFP process, but 
now feels an RFP is unnecessary now that availability of the Business Energy Tax Credit has 
become the limiting factor for most projects. Kacia proposed to accept applications from projects 
over 500 kW that have already received Business Energy Tax Credit precertifications or that are 
awarded Tier 2 or Tier 3 Business Energy Tax Credit precertifications in 2010. Projects would 
need to deliver power to PGE. A custom Energy Trust incentive amount would be determined by 
an above market cost calculation. Staff would expect to cap the incentive at $1/watt. To date 
Energy Trust has provided custom incentives to only a handful of large-scale projects: ProLogis 
(3 MW), enXco (3.5 MW) and a couple others around 500 kW. Projects with incentives over 
$500,000 would need to go to the board of directors for approval. 
 
Megan asked why have a per-watt cap if the project went through a custom evaluation. Kacia 
said the intent was to have a reasonableness factor and asked the council if they believe a cap 
is needed. Megan added the project is already going through an extensive evaluation and is 
sent to the board; it seems the cap might constrain or hamper projects. 
 
Troy recommended against considering only projects with a Business Energy Tax Credit, since 
is so difficult to get a Business Energy Tax Credit under the new rules and caps. Kacia asked if 
the project could succeed without a Business Energy Tax Credit, and stated it would be unlikely 
that Energy Trust could provide enough incentive to make up for the 50 percent Business 
Energy Tax Credit. Troy responded that enXco is looking for other ways to cover that 50 percent 
and keep Energy Trust’s investment at the same level. He recommended to not make the policy 
―no Business Energy Tax Credit, no incentive,‖ but to look at the project’s financials and 
reasonableness.  
 
Kacia said we’re unsure of whether having a committed Energy Trust incentive will favor or 
hamper a project’s efforts to be awarded a state tax credit. Andrea Simmons from the Oregon 
Department of Energy said the selection criteria for Tier 3 projects looks at outside funding 
sources as only a small portion, and that the Energy Trust incentive won’t make or break 
approval of a precert unless there are two very similar projects on the table competing for the 
last dollars. She said it would be a positive that the project has an Energy Trust incentive, which 
is seen as a viable funding source to carry a project through. Andrea gave an update on Tier 2 
projects: first round, $20 million available in two application phases, after initial screening in first 
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phase, $18 million in projects was requested for the $10 million available. For Tier 3 projects, 
she said we won’t know until end of August.  
 
Next steps for this proposal: develop selection criteria in case there are more solar projects that 
receive Business Energy Tax Credit than we can support (should it be first come, first served or 
something else); announce to developers and contractors and request information from them on 
projects that have been submitted for pre-certification so we can know what’s competing for 
funds and we can start AMC analyses. The goal is to get funds committed in the 2010 budget 
before year-end, and have the projects completed within a year.  
 
Frank recommended the selection criteria could focus on projects that will complete sooner, in 
addition to price and cost. He also mentioned projects that can bring an educational value to the 
community or are unique projects.  
 
Troy recommended looking at projects that have the interconnection paperwork lined up.  
 
Lynn Frank (who has worked on the Oregon Department of Transportation solar highway 
project) recommended selecting projects that have components in place for timely completion. 
He said to consider other values beyond just lowest price, such as projects that are putting 
Oregonians to work and employing people who were historically disadvantaged (women, people 
of color, small businesses), and using Oregon-made product. He reiterated that time is of the 
essence.  
 
John Volkman, legal counsel for Energy Trust, clarified that Energy Trust may give preference 
to projects using locally-sourced products when all other factors are equal. 
 
Kacia will now develop selection guidelines, present to the industry and solicit projects. The 
program will report to the council in September.  
 
4. Program updates 
Elaine presented on mid-year Renewable Energy program updates and distributed copies of 
Energy Trust’s newly created Dashboard, a resource for Energy Trust management that shows 
snapshots of the programs’ results and activities. 
 
Elaine talked about the two types of goals used to judge the performance of programs: 


1. Generation installed in 2010 
a. OPUC minimum performance metric of three aMW based on a 3-year rolling 


average 
b. Our budgeted estimate for installed generation in 2010 exceeds this minimum 


metric 
i. Total 4.1-8.7 aMW, $34.4 million 


2. Commitments generated in 2010 
a. For projects that complete in 2010 or in later years 


i. Total 4.5-0.7 aMW, $34.2 million 
 
Status in respect to these two goals as of May 2010: met 31 percent of three aMW minimum; 
expect to exceed the minimum (originally expected to be at 41 percent of three aMW at this time 
but a large solar project shifted into 2011). Have spent 17 percent of budget, across both 
utilities. 
 
Dashboard: Elaine showed the council a pipeline graph showing 2010, 2011 and 2012 
completed, committed, proposed and expected generation. The graph showed generation with 
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budget range and conservative and stretch goals. Energy Trust is not on track to meet PGE 
goals due to a wind project not needing our incentives, and we are above goal for Pacific Power 
due to a hydro project coming online a year early. When the Renewable Energy program is 
looked at as a whole, we are on track. 
 
Biopower program: Received board authorization for a 795 kW dairy digester project, an initial 
application for a 20 MW woody biomass project, and expects applications for two wastewater 
plants in quarter 4. Funded an energy management program for wastewater treatment plant 
operators (13 participating plants), which was delivered by ACWA and gives renewable energy 
and energy efficiency information. Launched an Oregon Biogas Industry Initiative to look at 
barriers in Oregon and find opportunities for collaboration. 
 
Wind program: Committed a $230,000 incentive to a 250 kW system at the world’s largest 
grass seed farm (the program is looking at doing more projects at grass seed farms). 
Committed funds to 14 small systems (less than 50 kW); four such projects installed. Helped 
four projects write successful USDA REAP grant applications. Held five small wind workshops 
and invited ―preferred‖ landowners (using GIS to find landowners with an adequate wind 
resource). Response rate is about 20 percent. Provided funds for meteorological tower in Lake 
County. 
 
Hydro: Evaluated the 45 Mile Irrigation Hydro project; the Swalley Irrigation District was 
completed (paid $916,000); evaluated applications and made incentive offers for two micro-
hydro projects (Spaur Ranch, City of Portland). Committed feasibility study funds for one 
irrigation hydro project expansion, evaluated pressure reduction valve sites; and looked into the 
generation potential at aquifer storage and recovery sites. The program initiated a large-scale 
study of irrigation hydro systems in Oregon to build future pipeline of projects and co-authored a 
white paper on the barriers and challenges involved with the FERC permitting process. The 
paper will be presented at the 2010 Hydrovision Conference. 
 
Solar: Paid 379 solar electric incentives (more than three times what we paid during the same 
time last year), commercial incentives are on par, but the residential program is booming. 
Completed 560 residential Solar Energy Reviews. Launched a Columbia Sportswear employee 
challenge after Columbia approached Energy Trust after receiving a commercial solar electric 
incentive. Completed the first Solarize effort in Southeast Portland with 120 installations—six 
new community bulk-purchase efforts have developed since (Southeast phase 2, Southwest 
Portland, North Portland, Salem, Beaverton and Pendleton) though not all are running under the 
―Solarize‖ banner and issuing RFPs. Granted a solar electric system to the IBEW training center 
in Coos Bay, helping in solar training for electricians. Seeing effect of BETC and anticipating 
RETC effect due to July 1 decrease in that sector. The program reported that the utility 
production-based incentives (feed-in tariff) sold out first capacity allocation. The program paid 
phase two of the ProLogis project ($2.33 million). 
 
Geothermal: Paid first incentive ($487,000) to OIT geothermal project and having 
conversations on a second project. Committed $15,000 to the City of Klamath Falls for a 
feasibility study examining a proposal to generate electricity from an existing well, The study is 
expected to be done late in the fall. Klamath Falls would require the Business Energy Tax Credit 
pass-through option, though they do have a federal grant lined up that would cover about half of 
the project’s costs.  
 
5. Renewable Energy Sector Strategic Plan 
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Elaine then presented a follow-up to the May RAC meeting where technology specific plans 
from the 5 yr sector strategic plan were presented, focusing this time on overall sector themes 
that came out the process.  When developing strategic plans, there is the overall Energy Trust 
strategic plan (two main goals are to accelerate energy efficiency investments and renewable 
energy adoption; 8 activities to achieve those goals), which feeds the Renewable Energy Sector 
Strategic Plan (goals to support a range of resources, go further upstream, expand market 
opportunities and optimize limited funds) that is further drilled down into Resource Strategies 
(biopower, geothermal, hydropower, solar and wind). Guiding statements are as follow: 


 Renewable Energy Sector Vision: Oregonians invest in clean energy project 
development because they value the environmental and long-term economic benefits 
derived from small scale renewable power production and energy savings.  


 


 Renewable Energy Sector Mission: To catalyze development of small scale renewable 
energy systems that utilize Oregon’s diverse and abundant resources. [Small scale 
meaning size of the system.] 


 


 Renewable Energy Sector Leadership Position: Energy Trust is a trusted and valued 
partner for Oregonians by providing assistance and funding that helps to build 
technology markets and install renewable energy projects.  


 
The council expressed no concerns over these statements. Elaine went over the opportunities 
Energy Trust sees for each technology: 


 Biopower—Waste stream management 


 Wind—Mid-scale market 


 Solar—Delivery 


 Hydro—Irrigation districts 


 Geothermal—Low-temp Technology 
 
Overall themes to the strategic plan:  


 Significant technical potential (lack of resource not a problem), the challenge is finding 
economically viable projects and providing project champions with tools and motivation 
to bring them to completion. 


 Opportunity vs funding imbalance 
o Rural regions support a range of technology, resulting in more demand than 


funds available in Pacific Power territory and carryover of PGE funds. Strategies 
to balance the demand vs budget include offering larger incentives in PGE with 
more outreach and special offers, similar to the concept presented earlier for 
large solar. 


o Internal policy is to dedicate no more than 50 percent of funds to any one 
technology, do we need to revisit this? i.e. in PGE, most funds demanded are for 
solar electric 


 Cross selling efficiency 
o Wastewater treatment plant energy management training 
o Solar staff integrated within Business and Homes sectors 


 Adapt policies to evolving markets  
o REC compliance vs. voluntary market (RPS, RECs, WREGIS are all post-Energy 


Trust creation, plus green tag policy) 
o Solar Feed-In Tariff; qualifying facility avoided cost methodology, interconnection 


procedures (AR521) 
o Adapt policies as needed by staying engaged in understanding customer and 


ratepayer perspectives to guide programs 
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 Strength in development of early stage markets and project assistance is a unique role 
for Energy Trust. Other organizations provide feasibility study assistance and project 
completion grants/incentives but do not offer more specific development assistance. 


o Add ―soft‖ goals to reporting in addition to generation goals 
 Leveraging other funds 
 Assisting with regulatory barriers 
 Impact we can make on availability of equipment 
 Identify resource potential leading to projects with no AMC, even though 


there’s no Energy Trust incentive, we should be able to document we 
influenced the project 


o Elaine asked the council if they know of other ways Energy Trust is impactful in 
the market. No comments. 


 External influences impact basic program assumptions 
o Short-term 


 Remain a steady and stable market development force 
 Optimize leveraging while possible 


o Long-term, Energy Trust cannot sustain large increases to AMC 
 Without the Business Energy Tax Credit, projects will increase in costs by 


about three times 
 Revise goals down? 
 The sector will present two budgets in the fall 
 Can we continue to support all technology types? 
 What are the market segments we’re best suited to impact? 


 
Elaine asked for the council’s general impressions.  
 
Megan wanted to know more about why we would consider choosing technologies. Elaine said 
we have a limited budget at $14 million and we need to think about where to put our incentive 
dollars. Elaine said this is a heads up that we probably won’t be in a position to be involved in all 
technologies and we’ll be coming back to the council at a future date. 
 
BJ asked about the possibility of having an energy-efficiency requirement to be able to receive a 
solar electric incentive. Kacia said the program has conducted an evaluation around this idea, 
but we support installing renewable energy systems and we’ve imbedded solar in the efficiency 
programs to re-engage renewable energy customers. The evaluation study looked at the energy 
consumption of energy efficiency-only participants and renewable energy-only participants. The 
results showed PV customers already tended to be more efficient than efficiency-only 
participants. 
 
Frank asked if there has been any recent evaluation of Energy Trust marketing with solar. Lizzie 
responded renewable energy programs, with the exception of residential solar (which is a 
volume program), don’t due direct marketing. She said we haven’t done a direct evaluation of 
the impact with our collaboration with Solar Oregon, but we do have website stats and workshop 
attendee numbers.  
 
Energy Trust worked with SmartPower in 2007, which evaluated our solar programs, outreach 
events and marketing to see why people at the time were going to workshops, but weren’t 
taking action. We have incorporated SmartPower’s recommendations into our outreach and 
marketing. We will also be doing an evaluation of the small wind workshops.  
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Frank said since Energy Trust has limited incentive money and the market will keep growing, 
would it be effective to put money into more marketing and less into incentives as a way to 
manage the budget.  
 
6. Public comment 


There were no public comments.   
 
7. Meeting adjournment 
Betsy thanked all RAC members for their participation and adjourned the meeting at 11:54 a.m. 
The next meeting is September 15, 2010. 


 








Earth by Design - “45 Mile” 


3.5MW Hydroelectric Project 


RAC Review







• 3rd Party Developer utilizing North Unit 


Irrigation District resource.


• 3.5MW capacity


• ~47% capacity factor (~14,200 MWh)


• QF Interconnection to PacifiCorp


• Energy Trust provided a ~$20k feasibility 


incentive and in-kind FERC permitting 


assistance.


Quick Facts:







• Majority of design work complete


• Approved for $7.2MM SELP Loan 


• Applying for Tier 3 BETC (no precert)


• Interconnection study process underway


• QF PPA just getting started


• FERC permitting underway


• State permitting follows FERC


• Expected construction: ~11/2010 – 2/2012


• Expected operation: ~March 2012


Project status:







Where is it? (Near Madras)







1.8 Miles North of Haystack Dam on North Unit Main Canal







Project Development Plans







Looking at the top of the 1st drop at the head 


works, gates and takeout







Looking back at upper drop, gate







Looking down concrete flume from top rail







Looking North/West across private property 


controlled by EBD Hydro







Looking up from the bottom of the 1st drop 







Looking North along canal from 1st drop to 2nd drop







Looking from top of 2nd drop across road







Looking up from bottom of 2nd drop below paved road







Looking North down canal from 2nd drop







Project Head and Flows, Generation


Month Days Average 


Head (ft)


Adjusted 


Estimated Flows 


at Mile 45*


Average Plant 


Efficiency


Monthly 


Generation 


(kWh)


April 18 128 257 85% 1,017,857 


May 31 128 302 89% 2,169,671 


June 30 128 322 90% 2,253,902 


July 31 128 287 88% 2,038,349 


August 31 128 303 89% 2,178,093 


September 30 128 279 87% 1,901,479 


October 19 128 222 78% 856,553 


ANNUAL GENERATION


Their Conservative Math 190 128 330 87% 14,189,206 


Their Plan Math 190 128 370 87% 15,950,308 


* Flows are increased by 46cfs to reflect losses from water deliveries, seepage, 


and evaporation that occurs between Mile 45 and Mile 52


Based on 2001-2009 data from Mile 56 gauge







Evaluation







• Developer’s goals: 


• Relationships, success, time frame


• Leveraged project


• Taxable project: ITC grant, 20-year depreciation


• BETC 


• Generation starts in 2012


• Evaluated at with 25 year project life


Additional Information







• Cost: $15.3MM


• Generation: 14,189MWh


• RECs: Not evaluated initially


• BETC: $3.9MM pass-through


• AMC: $6.11MM


• Payback: Year 19


Evaluated Scenario







• $2,000,000 incentive (NPV: $1,516,315)


• Paid over 5 years based on meeting minimum 


performance goals.


• 13% of total project cost, 25% of AMC


• $1.23MM per aMW


• RECs: $31.19 levelized, $22.50 nominally 


• 25 year REC contract w/ Energy Trust


• Asking for 25% of RECs based on policy


Proposal







Swalley ID 750kW Hydro: $916,000


99% of AMC, 100% of RECs for 20 years


Cost per aMW: $2.91MM 


Central Oregon ID 3.5MW Hydro: $1.0MM


73.8% of AMC, 75% of RECs for 20 years


Cost per aMW: $0.65MM


RES 795kW Dairy Digesters: $1.7MM


54% of AMC, 60% of RECs for 15 years


Cost per aMW: $2.6MM


Stalbush Island Farms 1.6MW Digester: $830,000


78% of AMC, 52% of RECs for 15 years


Cost per aMW: $0.63MM


enXco 3MW Solar: $3.45MM


87% of AMC, 100% of RECs for 25 years


Cost per aMW: $7.9MM


Comparisons to Similar / Recent projects








 


 


 


 


Briefing Paper 
Using 2010 PGE funds for large solar projects 


July 21, 2010 


Summary 


The Renewable Energy programs expect to have approximately $9 million in unspent PGE 
funds at the end of 2010. Staff proposes to invest as much of this amount as possible in large-
scale solar electric projects by providing custom incentives, based on above market cost 
calculations, to solar projects larger than 500 kW that are awarded BETC pre-certifications.


Background 


 The 2010 Solar program budget was approved with an additional $5 million in 
PGE funds (transferred from the canceled Warm Springs biopower project) and 
$2.3 million in Pacific Power funds (transferred from money returned by Pacific 
Power for the Goodnoe Hills wind project.)  


 The additional funding was justified to support the high volume of project 
applications the Solar program received before it lowered the standard incentives 
in November, 2009. Energy Trust agreed that if the program ended up not 
needing the full $5 million of PGE funds and/or $2.3 million of Pacific Power 
funds due to solar projects being canceled, we would bring the issue back to the 
RAC for discussion.  


 At the time, PGE was interested in using any excess funds to support utility-scale 
solar electric projects. Staff proposed to seek such projects via RFP in 2010 if 
sufficient PGE funds became available. 


 Approximately $9 million of 2010 PGE funds has become available, comprised of 
$4 million from the Solar program and $5 million from Open Solicitation and 
Biopower programs together.  


 There will likely be no excess Pacific power funding available in 2010. The 
Biopower, Open Solicitation and Solar programs all expect to commit their entire 
2010 Pacific Power budgets, including the $2.3 million additional funding in the 
Solar budget. 


 The Solar program’s standard incentives are not designed to support projects 
larger 500 kW. Incentive rates vary by system size. Single-site projects in PGE 
territory of 200-530 kW are eligible for $0.75/watt. The largest single-site 
installation we have funded to date in 2010 was 217 kW.  


Discussion 


 All of our programs have more PGE funding than projects to fund. Staff believes 
that solar projects over 500 kW, larger than those supported by the standard 
solar incentives, present the best opportunity for Energy Trust to invest this 
funding in renewable energy in 2010.  
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 Solar projects larger than 500 kW are not eligible for the feed-in tariff, but are 
eligible to count toward PGE’s solar capacity mandate passed in 2009 in HB 
3039. 


 We don’t see value in using an RFP process to seek large solar projects because 
the limited availability of BETC under its new program caps is, in effect, 
performing the selection for us. If a project does not already have a BETC pre-
certification or has not already submitted a Tier 2 or Tier 3 BETC application, the 
project will not be viable unless Energy Trust makes up the lost BETC, which we 
consider too expensive for solar projects.  


 Instead, we propose to support solar projects with previously approved BETC 
pre-certifications or awarded Tier 2 and Tier 3 BETC pre-certifications in 2010 
that are larger than 500 kW and will deliver power to PGE.  


 Incentive amounts would be based on above market cost calculations and 
subject to Energy Trust board approval. We propose to pay no more than 
$1/watt. That amount is higher than the standard offer of $0.75/watt for systems 
200-530 kW, but in our limited experience larger projects sometimes require 
higher per-watt incentives due to property tax, financing and other transaction 
costs.  


 The above market cost analyses would give us market intelligence that we 
currently lack for systems larger than 500 kW. 


 This custom incentive offer would be made as an exception to the standard Solar 
program and available only to projects larger than 500 kW in PGE service 
territory that receive BETC pre-certifications prior to December 2010 and can 
complete installation within one year. Project construction milestones will be 
incorporated into the incentive offer contracts. 


Next Steps 


 Establish selection criteria in case there are more eligible projects than funding 
available.  


 Announce this custom solar incentive offer and invite project developers to 
submit their project information through an RFI (request for information) enabling 
Energy Trust to begin the above market cost project review in anticipation of 
BETC award announcements.  


 Review the list of projects that receive BETC pre-certifications in the first Tier 2 
competition (to be announced in August). Calculate above market cost for 
interested and eligible projects, negotiate custom incentives and seek Energy 
Trust board approval at the September 1 board meeting. 


 Review the list of projects that receive BETC pre-certifications in the first Tier 3 
and second Tier 2 competitions (to be announced in November). Calculate above 
market cost for interested and eligible projects, negotiate custom incentives and 
seek Energy Trust board approval at the December 17 board meeting. 








Program Updates
Energy Trust of Oregon RAC


July 21, 2010







2010 Renewable Energy Sector Goals


Two Types of Goals
1. Generation installed within 2010


• OPUC minimum performance standard for RE, 3 yr rolling 


average of 3aMW


• Our budgeted estimate for 2010 installed generation 


exceeded this minimum goal. 


o PGE: 2.8-5.8 aMW, $23.3M, PAC:1.3-2.9 aMW, $11.1M 


o Total:  4.1-8.7 aMW, $34.4M


2. Commitments generated within 2010


• Project incentives committed within the year


• Project either expected to complete in 2010 or later years


o PGE:2.8-6.0 aMW, $21.7M, PAC:1.7-3.7aMW, $12.5M 


o Total: 4.5-9.7 aMW, $34.2M







2010 Installed generation through 7-15-10


PGE PAC


3,347,745          4,765,595          


17% 17%


41% of 3aMW


2010 Achievement to Date 


(kWh)


Through May % of budget 


$spent


Expected  % goal


31% of 3aMW


Projects installed  in 2010 


Renewable Energy


To date % of min PUC goal


conservative
activity goal


stretch activity goal


stretch activity goal


conservative activity goal
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2010 Pipeline of Generation - Pacific Power
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Biopower Updates Q1-Q2, 2010


• Received Board authorization for funding 795 KW dairy 


digester project ($1.6 million)


• Received Initial Application for 20 MW woody biomass 


project


• Expect project applications for two wastewater 


treatment plants in 4th Qtr


• Funding Energy Management Training program for 


WWTP (13 participating treatment plants)


• Launched Oregon Biogas Industry Initiative







• Committed a $230k project incentive to a 250 kW system at the worlds 


largest grass seed farm


• Committed funds to 14 <50kW systems (7 commercial and 7 


residential)


• 4 < 50kW systems installed (2 commercial and 2 residential)


• Assisted 4 projects in writing successful grant applications for USDA 


REAP


• Held 5 small wind workshops targeted to landowners identified to have 


an adequate wind resource


• With NW SEED, held one full day Wind Power for Rural Landowners 


workshop


• Provided funds for a 60m meteorological tower installed in Lake 


County


• For community wind, completed a fatal flaw study for a project in Hood 


River county and an economic feasibility study for a project in 


Sherman County


Wind Updates Q1-Q2, 2010







Hydro Updates Q1-Q2, 2010


• Evaluated the 45 Mile Irrigation Hydro project. 


• Completed 750 kW Swalley Irrigation District project.  Paid $916,000 


incentive. 


• Evaluated applications and made incentive offers for two micro-hydro 


projects (Spaur Ranch 11kW, City of Portland 25kW PRV 


replacement).


• Committed feasibility study funds for one irrigation hydro capacity 


expansion, an evaluation of PRV sites, and an evaluation of the 


generation capability of aquifer storage and recovery sites.


• Initiated a large-scale study of irrigation hydro systems in Oregon to 


build a pipeline of future projects.


• Co-authored a paper on the challenges of the FERC permitting 


process for the 2010 Hydrovision conference.







Swalley Ribbon-cutting







Swalley Ribbon-cutting







Solar Updates Q1-Q2, 2010


• Paid 379 PV installations, more than 3x the number in Q1-Q2 2009.


• Completed 560 residential Solar Energy Reviews.


• Launched Columbia Sportswear employee challenge.


• Completed first Solarize effort. 6 new community efforts underway.


• Granted PV system to IBEW training center in Coos Bay.


• Seeing effects of BETC changes, anticipating RETC effect.


• Utility production-based incentives sold out first capacity allocation.


• Paid $2.33MM for phase 2 (2.4 MW) of the ProLogis project. 







Coos Bay goes solar







IBEW grand opening







Geothermal Updates Q1-Q2, 2010


• Paid our first incentive ($487,000) to a geothermal project. 


The 280 kW project at OIT was completed in the spring.


• Maintaining contact with OIT regarding a second larger 


project expected within the next two years.


• Committed $15,000 to the city of Klamath Falls for a 


feasibility study examining a proposal to generate 


electricity from an existing well.








 


 


Renewables Sector and Program Planning Summary 


 


I.  Sector Level Summary 


A.  Executive Summary  


Since 2002 the Renewable Energy sector has had great success in advancing 
renewable energy markets forward and acquiring a total of 100 aMW. Solar has matured 
to the point where it looks and acts more like an efficiency measure with a manageable 
level of complexity for the typical homeowner or business. Large scale utility wind is now 
of similar cost to traditional generation resources and we’re no longer needed to 
encourage its development, utilities are being developers themselves. In between large 
wind and solar are a whole host of distributed generation renewables with which we’ve 
built a strong pipeline through development assistance, handholding and leveraging of 
other funds. 


Now and over the next 5 years there are many external influences at work, changing the 
market conditions around us including assumptions around which we built our program 
designs and goals. A competitive or eliminated BETC in particular will increase project 
above-market costs. With a limited budget, we will need to make some choices as we 
can’t afford to make up for lack of funding from other resources and will have less 
generation to show for a similar budget. We can’t continue to do it all but we need to 
remain a steady, stable, market development force for key technology areas within our 
influence. Our main strength is our niche ability to help develop early stage markets 
through development assistance/education and market delivery channel strengthening 
(trade ally networks, quality standards, co-product value development).  


We plan to highlight our unique role in this industry by focusing less on the short term 
project acquisition goals and expanding our focus on “soft” long term goals of RE market 
development such as our ability to lessen regulatory barriers, additional funds we have 
leveraged, and expansion of available technology solutions we have influenced. We’ll 
continue to set and meet annual generation acquisition goals as an outcome of the early 
stage work done in years prior. We’ll look at new ways to deploy our funding of above 
market costs and continue to take advantage of other funding sources by building 
strategies to maximize use of BETC and other resources. Each technology has a market 
segment opportunity that seems to be “on the verge” of expansion and those areas 
where Energy Trust can have most impact will be pursued. Along the way, we will bring 
our stakeholders with us including utilities, OPUC, ODOE and many market specific 
organizations because without a collaborative effort, development of small scale 
renewables will continue to be a challenge for all. 


B.  Sector Vision, Mission and Leadership Statements 


Renewable Energy Vision Statement – Oregonians invest in clean energy project 
development because they value the environmental and long term economic benefits 
derived from small scale renewable power production and energy savings. 
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Mission Statement – To catalyze development of small scale renewable energy systems 
that utilize Oregon’s diverse and abundant resources. 


Leadership Position - Energy Trust is a trusted and valued partner for Oregonians by 
providing assistance and funding that helps to build technology markets and install 
renewable energy projects.   


II. Sector Level Generation 


A.  History  


Since 2002, Energy Trust has supported 99.5 aMW of new renewable generation across 
renewable energy technologies of solar, wind, hydro, geothermal, and biopower. The 
most significant contribution to the total has been large utility scale wind, counting for 
91.1 aMW. Biopower has the next largest contribution at 6.1 aMW followed by solar, 
hydro, and small wind.  


1.6 
0.03 


0.5 


6.1 


Solar


Small Wind


Hydro


Biopower


 


Figure 1: 2002-2009 aMW by technology, not including 91.1 aMW utility scale wind 


As of January 1, 2008 with the passage of SB 838, Energy Trust no longer supports 
large scale projects but focuses only on those 20MW and under. 


Installed projects within biopower have included target markets of waste water 
treatment plants, wood products facilities, food processing, dairies and landfills either 
through 3rd party developers or site owned projects. Solar applications are far reaching 
and have penetrated the residential markets and expanded into commercial with a 
noticeable bump in 3rd party structures prior to subsiding with the economic downturn 
and BETC uncertainty. Small scale wind has seen limited residential use but steadily 
increasing commercial interest. Community scale wind projects have shown interest and 
needed early development assistance but are yet to need an Energy Trust incentive. 
Geothermal just made the record books with the first low temperature installation in the 
state at OIT with a few more city projects under discussion and Hydro to date has 
installed projects with residents, ranches, irrigation districts, cities and has established a 
pipeline for more of the same. 


B.  Market Opportunity 


Sector-wide, significant small scale renewable development potential remains. The 
technical potential for solar is nearly limitless, with one 2008 NREL study estimating 
6,300 MW rooftop capacity. Each of the technologies has significant technical 
development potential; ~ 300MW for small wind and biopower, 50-1000MW geothermal 
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and 300+ MW hydropower. Oregon has a significant supply of renewable resources; the 
challenge is in finding economically viable projects and motivating and supporting project 
champions to develop them. 


Over the next 5 years the expected range of developable opportunity is shown in Table 1 
with key generation areas and uncertainties which may impact development of these 
resources described below. 


Table 1. 5yr generation by technology 


Low High $M/aW


$M, Avg aMW at 


avg $ Avg Gen


Wind 4.65 7.5 $1.45-$2M/aMW 10.45                  6.08               


Hydro 5 10 $0.5-$1.5M/aMW 5.63                     7.50               


Geothermal 2 8 $0.4-$0.8M/aMW 4.20                     5.00               


Biopower 7.5 10 $0.5-1.5M/aMW 8.75                     8.75               


Solar 2 4 $10.3M/aMW 30.84                  3.00               


RE TOTAL 21.15 39.5 59.86                  30.33             


Generation aMW


 


Wind 
 
The ideal resource for wind project development lies in the Columbia Gorge and 
Southeast Oregon with the coast resource restricted by permitting regulations. Customer 
segments for wind are community scale (developers and large land owners), mid 
scale (large on-site energy users such as processing facilities, cold storage and large 
farms), and small scale (rural small business and agricultural producers). The biggest 
opportunities for generation are community wind projects which have the most cost 
effective size range, and Energy Trust’s incentive money for these projects is the lowest 
cost per aMW.  For a community wind project to go forward, federal and state tax 
credits, turbine availability, and financing availability have to line up. Community wind is 
also the riskiest and the most difficult type of project to bring to completion, especially 
with uncertainty in tax credits.  Therefore, the other target markets are important for the 
portfolio. 


The mid scale market seems to be most on the verge of expanding development. Of 
most challenge to this segment is the limited choice in turbines, high cost and somewhat 
narrow applicability. Small scale remains high cost for small businesses and reduction of 
other resources will have an impact. 


Hydro 
 
In-conduit irrigation district projects are the top target priorities for the hydro program 
with opportunities for canal piping projects that can potentially save water and energy as 
well as generate electricity. The relative cost per kWh can result in highly viable projects. 
Irrigation districts are experienced with hydro applications and large capital project 
undertakings. They are motivated to develop projects by benefits beyond revenues of 
electricity sales such as water savings, making contributions toward sustainability goals, 
becoming energy independent and reducing pumping energy usage. Uncertainty of tax 
credits, permitting timelines and high capital costs (mostly driven by location factors 
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influencing piping and interconnection) will likely be the largest barriers to their 
development.   


Municipalities have opportunities for projects at the sites of pressure reduction valves, 
but these are typically smaller projects. Residential and/or ranch-scale conduit 
projects or green-field projects on natural waterways are also smaller projects. Neither of 
these customers is significantly targeted due to project cost and complexity relative to 
generation, but the customers may participate in the program. Energy Trust plans to 
continue to be reactive to these segments while focusing on irrigation districts in the 
short term. 


Geothermal 
 
Low temperature units at existing wells in Southern, Central and Eastern Oregon show 
most promise for this sector. Communities and property owners with existing wells 
and planning small projects are our primary market. Removing the need to drill improves 
a project’s economics considerably. In addition, projects that can make use of both heat 
and power have better economics than projects that produce electricity alone. 
 
Uncertainties for these projects coming to fruition include availability of additional funds, 
market conditions in California becoming more favorable than supplying the Oregon grid, 
and wells not meeting temperature or flow requirements as expected. 
 
Biopower 
 
Opportunities in Biopower span across five market segments. Wastewater treatment 
plants continue to show potential for anaerobic digester system development (and co-
digestion expansion) based on their interest in the co-products available from the project 
(i.e. energy independence, reduced energy costs and sustainability goals). There is also 
limited ARRA funding available for this sector, which is hoped to boost activity in the 
short term. Challenges include staffing and capital resource constraints in municipalities 
and lack of solid co-digestion supply markets to make the case for expansion. Dairy 
opportunities lie with a short term opportunity due to existing control and regulatory 
responsibility to manage feed stocks. The trend for dairies is in co-digestion with 
significant potential, beyond WWTP opportunity. Uncertainty surrounds the development 
model – while 3rd party structures have worked, landowner attempts have not been as 
successful. 
 
Food processors are another opportunity with existing experience in digesters but cost 
drivers are still falling short for aggressive development. Largely driven towards 
renewable development by sustainability requirements and marketing claims, this 
segment is currently heavily focused on efficiency improvements through NWFPA, and 
are just at the beginning of the learning curve for renewable power generation. 
Municipal solid waste regulatory goals to divert organics from landfills and the benefits 
of integrating biogas plants into composting processes are driving this segment. If feed 
stocks can be controlled and managed, there is real opportunity the main uncertainty if 
lack of business models, experience, and regulatory support for developing this 
segment. Finally, forest products, as the most well established and largest biopower 
sector with mature CHP applications has large technical potential but the large capital 
costs and lack of feedstock stability continue to hurt its development. This sector could 
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develop one or two 10MW+ facilities in the next 5 years or not develop at all, it’s the 
most difficult to forecast. 
 
Solar 
 
Nearly every building in PGE and Pacific Power territory is a candidate for solar. 
Homeowners are especially strong candidates for solar. They generally can all benefit 
from tax credits, they all use electricity, and their home will continue to exist for decades 
to come. To reach homeowners the offer must be simple and affordable. The community 
bulk purchase initiatives are effecting rapid change now, but also represent the 
opportunity for dramatically increased awareness and future high density installations in 
a local area. How homeowners respond to the feed-in –tariff will become much clearer 
over the next few months but remains uncertain now. 


Contractors have been successful at selling to businesses and commercial property 
owners emphasizing reduction in ongoing operating cost, a reasonable ROI and the 
ability to demonstrate green values to customers. If the third party ownership model 
does not remain viable with the BETC, up front financing for businesses will become a 
more significant barrier for the program to address. Engaging employees of businesses 
to participate in Energy Trust programs presents additional savings/generation 
opportunities.  


The public sector represents approximately 25% of Oregon’s commercial building floor 
space, and has responded strongly to the third party financing model. Without third party 
support, this sector is unlikely to afford solar since the majority of incentives are in the 
form of tax credits they cannot receive or employ the feed in tariff. However, federal 
stimulus funding may present future opportunities for public sector investment in solar. 


The agricultural sector has opportunity for growth, with many success stories to point 
to. Select contractors are targeting this market through direct sales and via influencers 
such as accountants. Changes to net metering rules may be required to allow farms to 
serve all their electrical loads with one solar installation. 


 
RE Sector 
Combined, the technology specific opportunities translate into forecasted continued 
growth of 19.5 – 37.3aMW assuming a 2.5% increase to annual revenues and no major 
to change to external assumptions such as the BETC. The majority of the generation will 
be attributed to biopower and hydro development. 
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Figure 2: RE Sector forecasted generation 


Each technology seems to have at least one target segment for opportunity that is just 
“on the verge” of rapid expansion once the early stage for the market is past the proofing 
stage. Seeing our role as the catalyst by which these early ideas can get moving sooner 
than they would have without our assistance, there is great opportunity for Energy Trust 
to create change. 


III. Sector Level Strategies 


A.  Areas of Focus and Targeted Market Segments 


Sector wide, four strategic themes describe our focus areas for the next 5 years which 
will guide our actions towards meeting goals. 


1. In the short term (1-1.5yr), continue to support a portfolio of programs for a 
variety of resources and technologies, focusing on distributed generation 
of 20 MW and less.    Energy Trust will continue to fund the full range of 
commercially available renewable technologies (solar, wind, biopower, 
hydropower, and geothermal) primarily through project incentives and cost-share 
funding for a range of development assistance. As we work through pipeline 
development with a competitive and uncertain BETC along with other market 
challenges that impact all technologies, we will revisit this plan, knowing at some 
point we may not be able to do it all with a steady budget and may need to make 
choices in the technologies and markets we support. 
  


2. Go further upstream in the project cycle to support project development. 
 Much of the non utility scale resource potential lies with customers whose core 
missions are not energy-related.  These customers are initially unfamiliar with 
financing, developing and operating energy projects.  Energy Trust has provided 
services to such customers in the past.  We expect demand for these services to 
increase in the next five years, requiring us to shift our role even more towards 
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market development. Our access to expertise and our status as a neutral party 
gives us a unique ability to to serve this niche need. To better define and 
communicate our progress in the role as market developers, we'll add new 
“softer” goals with less of an emphasis on short term generation acquisition.   


 Continue to build a network of project development technical assistance 
services for as interconnection, power purchase agreements, permitting, 
financing, resource assessment, and other project needs.  


 Address technical and capital barriers to successful project completion by 
providing educational, technical and financial resources. 


 Use Energy Trust’s earned reputation as a neutral party to help market 
players such as lenders understand renewable power projects and 
application of tax credits and other available incentives to the project 
proforma through workshops and similar outreach to tax and finance 
professionals. 


 Lend our energy policy and technical expertise in support of lessening 
regulatory barriers to development. 
 


3. Expand market opportunities. 
Developing renewable energy markets is a long term goal – expanding our reach 
into new areas begins this long term process producing benefits that may 
materialize past the 5 year span. Although seemingly counter to a possible short 
term need to make choices in what we support, finding new opportunities within 
existing technologies and markets we have yet to uncover may be more fruitful 
than existing targets and provide more results with limited budget.  
 


4. Design for funding plateau 
We have been successful in building a larger pipeline of projects during the past 
few years and winnowing down budget carryover from earlier years. Our funding 
is not expected to increase beyond utility load and rate increase projections. As 
we reach a point where we will need to address the newer problem of not being 
able to fund every project we would like, we need to remain relevant to the 
renewable energy markets with less annual funding and greater above market 
costs to cover. Shifting greater focus to these areas will allow us to continue to 
have impact, even as funding decreases; 


 Leveraging the efforts of organizations that work with our clients  


 Continuing to partner with organizations on educational events, 
aggregation of projects, and other innovative program delivery methods  


 Assisting project developers in securing additional sources of funding by 
becoming a clearinghouse of knowledge for applicable financing options 
and state, local and federal support for public and private projects.  


 Exploring new ways of deploying our above market cost incentives such 
as loans or guarantees  


 
Each program has identified key activities which tie to the four RE themes just described 
and are designed to advance market segment opportunities. Table 2 summarizes these 
key activities. 
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Table 2. Key Activities by Technology 


Technology Key activities Link to sector strategy 


Wind  Evaluate support for  community wind 


 Identify and target agricultural sectors for net 
metered mid scale systems 


 Expand support for small wind- grant writing, 
site assessments, reliability standards, wind 
map validation, etc 


May need to make choices and 
evaluating support needs is part 
of this, which technologies and 
sectors can benefit most from 
our assistance? 


Going further upstream  


Hydropower  Pipeline building of irrigation district projects 
with relationship development, feasibility 
studies and tech assistance 


 Streamline small project support  


Expanding market – identifying 
new resource potential 


 
Support all technologies and 
segments as able 


Geothermal  Identify and target existing well owners for low 
temperature market 


 Provide feasibility funding, grant writing and 
technical assistance  


Expanding market – identifying 
new resource potential  


Go further upstream in 
development 


Biopower  Wastewater treatment plant market 
development – support and disseminate study 
information and coordinate feedstock supplies 
and other common needs 


 Document benefits of biogas plants at food 
processing facilities – work with regulatory 
agencies to address challenges of waste 
stream movement of co-digestion 


 Support expanded organics diversion for 
municipal solid waste  


 Continue outreach to forest products and find 
ways to help reduce volatility of feedstock 
market 


Go further upstream in 
development 


“  “ 


 


Expanding market – identifying 
new resource potential  


Support all technologies and 
segments as able 
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Solar  Grow demand by addressing barriers of value, 
complexity, reliability, financing, etc 


 Ensure quality installations with QA and 
training 


 Support policy development 


 Adjust program design to declining budget – 
reduce incentives, leverage other funding, 
innovate delivery structures 


 Promote EE program participation with direct 
communications and trade ally training 


 Help utilities gain solar experience- shift 
capacity requirements earlier than otherwise 


Go further upstream 


 


“  “ 


“  “ 


Design for funding plateau 


 


“ “ 


Go further upstream in 
development 


 


Today, we have enough funding to be able to support the market development activities 
for each technology and to provide significant project incentives ranging typically from 
10-30% of installed project cost. As market opportunities arise in one technology we can 
shift incentive funds to move projects without sacrificing the development strategies 
building for all technologies. In the future, if BETC or other resources projects receive 
today are not available we’ll have to make choices.  


Dedicating no more than 50% of the budget to one technology has been a policy to date.  
As funding conditions change, several questions will come up that will need to be 
addressed.  Here are some examples: 


 Should we continue to dedicate no more than 50% of our budget to one 
technology? 


 Some resources show more short term potential for project installations 
(biopower and hydro) than others (geothermal and some wind markets).  Do 
these projects also need less incentive from us to move their project forward?  


As we learn more about how BETC changes are impacting the market this year, we’ll be 
better positioned to answer these questions and make choices. 


B. Challenges and Barriers 


Major issues can be sorted into three categories: BETC uncertainty, opportunity vs. 
funding imbalance, and adaptation of policies to evolving markets. 


1. Business Energy Tax Credit (BETC) modifications 


Energy Trust’s renewable energy programs are structured on the assumption that 
projects’ above-market costs will be reduced by a variety of incentives including federal 
tax credits and Oregon’s BETC. Recent changes in BETC have called this assumption 
into question: funding for BETC is now capped and under new temporary rules, the 
number of projects to be funded is limited and also competitive. In addition, BETC itself 
is set to sunset in 2012 and may or may not be extended after that date. A capped and 
competitive BETC has potentially significant implications for Energy Trust’s renewable 
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energy program. If projects are not able to secure BETCs, Energy Trust would expect 
above-market costs to increase more than three-fold.  


These changes will likely impact on our ability to meet 2010 goals. We estimate that in 
2010 about 1 aMW of the conservative goal of 4.1 aMW is at risk.  Effects in 2011 are 
likely to be more dramatic because few of our Tier 2 and 3 pipeline projects are pre-
certified for BETC.  We estimate that 4.5 aMW of our efforts are at risk. Among the 
effects we may see: 


 Projects that delay their development schedules to take advantage of BETC 
review processes; 


 Larger incentives required to make up for the lack of BETC, reducing the number 
of projects Energy Trust can fund; In some cases, we may be unable to make up 
for the lack of BETC; 


 Projects that had no above-market costs with BETC will have above-market 
costs without BETC, resulting in new project opportunities for Energy Trust. 


Energy Trust sees two viable responses.    These include proactively negotiating 
incentives assuming BETC for projects with a good chance of success; if budget allows, 
we would adjust incentives for projects that do not land a BETC; and continue to provide 
technical assistance to move markets.  The second response would be to align our 
project choices with those of the state’s competitive process, by first funding projects 
that get a BETC.  We recognize that this may be at the expense of our strategy to 
support a mix of technologies and markets, but this approach would maximize the 
generation we can achieve within the limits of BETC and Energy Trust funds. 


We plan to pursue a combination of the first and second options, with an emphasis on 
proactively supporting projects that will advance our strategic market development goals. 
This approach is likely to do the best job of producing renewable energy, growing 
renewable energy markets, and maintaining a steady presence in the marketplace. It 
also would allow us to actively help projects satisfy BETC criteria, and we can reassess 
our approach as BETC developments unfold.  


Although we considered  holding some funds back and reacting to BETC changes as 
they unfold in 2011, we do not see this strategy as a viable option because we  need to 
stay open for business. If we put funding decisions on hold while changes settle out, all 
of our programs will be affected. We need to continue evaluating projects, building a 
pipeline and committing dollars to projects. 


As we adjust to the changes to the BETC, we expect to see several changes in our daily 
work program execution and planning: 


 We need to recognize the evolving BETC criteria and make contingency plans:   


 Staff will develop two budgets this fall to allow for different BETC scenarios.  


 In the case of projects where we can compensate for a lack of a BETC, staff will 
develop a contingency offer that will include a higher incentive amount.   


 For projects with larger above-market costs where we cannot compensate for a 
BETC, we will be unable to fund the project. Government-sponsored projects 
with poorer economics may fall into this category.   


 If projects cease to be viable without a BETC, we may need to rethink our 
strategy of supporting a mix of technologies. 


 Similarly, we may need to lower our generation goals. 
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Finally, we plan this summer and fall to hold broader conversations with stakeholders to 
reassess how to support small-medium renewable development.  


 
2. Opportunity vs. funding imbalance 


The issue of imbalance between utility funding availability and resource opportunity has 
been evident since Energy Trust’s inception. PGE territory provides more than half the 
funding for renewable programs but has limited natural resource ability. Solar is 
abundant but geothermal, hydro and some biopower and wind applications are mostly 
found in rural areas of Pacific Power territory. Keeping incentives higher in PGE territory 
helps provide more encouragement for development, and limiting outreach and 
marketing in Pacific territory has helped manage demand. The program budgets also 
follow where the resources are. For example, solar is funded more than 60% PGE 
allowing the other programs to use more of the Pacific budget than direct funding share. 
These measures help somewhat but we currently have a large carryover of PGE funds 
from canceled/delayed projects and will need to consider short term ideas for moving 
funding out sooner. An RFP for large scale solar, special deals with deadlines and 
working with PGE on their acquisition goals for their voluntary customers are under 
consideration.   


   


In addition to the utility funding imbalance with opportunity, the most popular program, 
solar, will see budget reductions across both utilities over the next few years. As the 
sector budget begins to more closely match the amount of annual revenue as carryover 
is spent down over the years, and we adhere to budgeting no more than 50% of the total 
budget to any one technology, the solar program plans to redesign services and 
incentives. How many projects opt for the feed in tariff compared to Energy Trust 
programs will be revealed this summer, possibly taking some of the demand off of our 
budget.  


 
3. Adaption of policies and regulations to evolving markets 


As renewables become a more accepted, regular segment of our energy equation, the 
policies used to encourage their development also need to transform. This is most 
relevant with Renewable Energy Credits (RECs) The REC market is divided into two 
segments; compliance and voluntary. Utilities plan to meet their RPS goals in the short 
term with projects that do not have an above market cost, large scale wind is now on par 
with traditional resource costs. Currently there is really no compliance market since both 
utilities can meet the requirements with existing or planned low cost resources. The 
voluntary market is for new projects not contributing towards the RPS and is a lightly 
traded market currently. Energy Trust holds RECs for rate payer value, attributing RECs 
towards the utility RPS compliance where stakeholders feel Energy Trust directly 
provides value. Project owners see REC value in two ways, either as a new revenue 
stream or as their access to be able to make environmental claims and meet 
sustainability goals. Since a large portion of the markets we find we are best suited to 
assist fit more directly into the voluntary market wishing to meet sustainability goals, we 
often run in to conflict. 
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As both REC markets continue to develop, we’ll stay engaged in understanding the 
customer perspective and ratepayer value to guide whether we need to recommend 
policy changes.  


Feed in tariff development assistance, avoided cost methodology and interconnection 
regulations also fall into this issue category. Removing or lessening market and 
regulatory barriers as possible will continue to be a main focus over the next five years. 


 


IV. Sector Level Summary 


The renewable energy sector is in the process of redefining itself with the changing 
small-medium scale renewable energy markets. To date we’ve provided early technical 
assistance and project incentives across technologies. The focus of our goals has been 
on short term project acquisition and incentives. We’ve been successful but see the 
market dynamics changing and the need for our role to adapt.  


Over the next five years, we plan to continue to catalyze the development of small scale 
renewables by more clearly defining our role as market developers. No other 
organization is providing the combination of early development education, outreach, 
market delivery network creation, QA and policy support we are able to provide. These 
services are critical to moving a market forward where many players are inexperienced 
but willing early adopters. A check at the end is not enough to drive change. Quantifying 
the value of these services to long term renewable energy development for ratepayers is 
a large part of our strategy as is being willing to re-evaluate which markets we support 
because with limited funding, we can’t do it all. 


For some of the major unknowns in our strategic plan we can shed light by testing new 
product ideas (construction financing, bulk purchase delivery, etc.)  and performing 
additional market analysis. For others, such as BETC uncertainty, it will take time 
working with the modified program to learn how best to adapt and ultimately the 2011 
session outcome will answer many questions.  


 





